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• Member engagement

• Contribution rate / compulsion

• Governance structure

• Cost / value for money

• Investment strategy / Default / Lifestyle

• Post-retirement: Longevity & standard of living 

Challenges
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Engagement – while the best DC results come from early and material commitment younger employees face what appear to be more pressing calls on limited disposable income like smartphones, socialising and perhaps even getting on the housing ladder. To them pensions feel like a problem to be faced up to later in life. The engagement is little better for those in mid career sandwiched between servicing debts and supporting both kids and elders. By the time these pressures abate there remains little time and a large savings challenge.No wonder then that compulsion or at least opt-out rather than opt-in voluntary contributions have been needed, even when matching sponsor contributions have been available.Step-up contribution rates have also helped many ease-into the savings habit.For sponsors and trustees the pace of regulatory change has drawn focus, driving a need to review appropriateness of structure, accessibility, default investments & cost effectivenessAnd because fees are something easy to see, evaluate and regulate, cost has perhaps take precedence over quality and value for money.Value however raises the link between the quality and consistency of outcome which raises the challenge of an appropriate investment strategy which, given low levels of engagement really means getting the default right for the majority of members.And as we will discuss today this is critically linked to what happens post retirement. �Is longevity the key risk in which case annutisation the more natural route or �is it likely that unappealing rates mean an investment solution is needed that can help maintain and enhance standard of living.      
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1. Accumulation: 
Cost vs Value when investing for the long term 

2. Default fund objective: 
Why do most pension funds help buy cars & vacations… 
…at the expense of better pensions?

3. Risk capacity: 
Thru-retirement investing – are Silver-Surfers really risk averse?

3 contentious investment considerations
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Changing the mind-set can markedly improve the outcome

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So with only 15 minutes today of which only 12 remain I decided to float 3 contentious investment related considerations to provoke a lively and thoughtful debate which, if I’m right can lead to a markedly superior retirement outcome.I’ll talk about what I call the long term investing fallacy and show that to meet a savings objective with reasonable certainty it is worthwhile prioritising quality as well as costSecond we’ll take a look at funding for tax free cash – & I’ll question if this is rationalLast  we’ll think about capacity for risk and willingness to take risk in retirement 
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Hard to prioritise quality in default investment design

 Default for young DC savers:
 Have plenty of time

 Limited financial capital to put to 
work / at risk

 Can control cost easily

Early stage accumulation & value for money
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Longer time periods appear to make returns more consistent
Sources: Standard Life Investments, Thomson Reuters DataStream, S&P500 Index total return from 1965 to 2014
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Accumulation: Does Volatility Matter?
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In fact the outcome for investors becomes more varied
Sources: Standard Life Investments, Thomson Reuters DataStream, S&P500 Index total return from 1965 to 2014
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Market Volatility and Outcome Uncertainty
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Investment inconsistency problematic for savers too

Inconsistency matters for regular savers too

Source: Standard Life Investments, Bloomberg SPX Index (Total Return)

• 1000 a month 

• saved over 10 years

• 8.4% annualised equity 
market return in all cases

• 95,000 range in the final 
outcome

-
0
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Starting Feb '93 Starting May '96

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For planning savings and consumption the consistency of the return achieved on assets is critically important. Uncertainty over the sequence of returns results in very different investment outcomes for investors. It is not simply that the riskiness of markets was different in each case. In fact the annualised volatility of return was between 15.4% (1993) and 17.4% (1970) but the surprising thing is that it was the worst outcome of these four had the lowest volatility and the one with highest volatility was second-best overall!The critical source of difference is the sequence of returns – in the better outcomes there were higher return in the later years when there was already substantial savings.Another thought is that the experience along the way has an impact on an individual’s ability to plan for the future. Consider the 7 year point where the divergence of best to worst was over 100,000. This might have lead to additional savings that subsequently proved to be unnecessary or, worse, reduced saving that would have exacerbated the lower outcome from the blue line. 
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Inconsistency can REALLY wreck livelihoods

…just in case you thought inflation was the 
difference…
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Source: Standard Life Investments, Bloomberg SPX Index (Total Return, Inflation Adjusted)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
For planning savings and consumption the consistency of the return achieved on assets is critically important. Uncertainty over the sequence of returns results in very different investment outcomes for investors. It is not simply that the riskiness of markets was different in each case. In fact the annualised volatility of return was between 15.4% (1993) and 17.4% (1970) but the surprising thing is that it was the worst outcome of these four had the lowest volatility and the one with highest volatility was second-best overall!The critical source of difference is the sequence of returns – in the better outcomes there were higher return in the later years when there was already substantial savings.Another thought is that the experience along the way has an impact on an individual’s ability to plan for the future. Consider the 7 year point where the divergence of best to worst was over 100,000. This might have lead to additional savings that subsequently proved to be unnecessary or, worse, reduced saving that would have exacerbated the lower outcome from the blue line. 
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Return potential and risk-control matter for all savers

• How much do I need to save to achieve my savings objective over e.g. 40 years?
 8.5% average annualised return
 16% annualised volatility

• 100 a month (inflating 3.5% p.a.) generates 565,105 …on average

• To have 80% probability of hitting this target I actually need to save 167.55 per 
month (inflating at 3.5%, 20bps AMC)

• What if the annualised volatility were only 2/3rds of 16%? 

…& the AMC is 2.5x higher (50bps not 20bps)…

 150.72 a month would be sufficient

 16.83 a month “saved”, or 10% of the premium

• A meaningful impact for young savers with low propensity to save 
and multiple demands on limited income.

Budgeting for uncertainty
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Interesting to also note that given I am able to save less so that despite the AMC being 2.5x higher, the impact of total fees I pay are only likely to be 2.16x higherIf I also allow for the premium I am not having to commit to the pension of 16.82 a month this is worth the same as all the fees paid (£95k) under the more expensive option.You could therefore say I have met my savings objective and effectively the AMC has paid for itself.
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Portfolio Return Potential (RHS, excess over cash)
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Risk Assets

Bonds
Cash  Classic DC glide-path prepares for 

annuitisation

 ARF / drawdown members would 
need to re-risk post retirement

 New glide-path is needed

Glide-path depends on Retirement Plan 
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Source: Standard Life Investments
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s begin with a typical DC glidepathThe chart shows a typical DC glidepath that aims at buying an annuity at the point of retirement. The line running through the middle represents the excess return potential of the portfolio.At retirement, this glidepath leads to an asset mix of 25% cash and 75% bonds. In other words, after the tax-free cash has been taken, the portfolio is an undiversified bond portfolio.Will this be appropriate for a DC member choosing a drawdown option? It doesn’t seem likely. Hence if the landing site for drawdown investors is different, their glidepath during accumulation should also be different.In this sense, the choice of decumulation strategy has a critical influence over accumulation strategy.DC schemes will need to respond to this developmentWhat could the new model look like?
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Portfolio Return Potential (RHS, excess over cash)

For whom should the default fund be designed?

 Australian model is a balance

 Return potential is improved 
…when it matters

 ~4.2% higher average pot

Many UK defaults have been 
redesigned to reflect the most 
likely retirement plan

 Swim-lanes / engaged members

Why Tax Free Cash?

Glide-path depends on Retirement Plan 
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Source: Standard Life Investments
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s begin with a typical DC glidepathThe chart shows a typical DC glidepath that aims at buying an annuity at the point of retirement. The line running through the middle represents the excess return potential of the portfolio.At retirement, this glidepath leads to an asset mix of 25% cash and 75% bonds. In other words, after the tax-free cash has been taken, the portfolio is an undiversified bond portfolio.Will this be appropriate for a DC member choosing a drawdown option? It doesn’t seem likely. Hence if the landing site for drawdown investors is different, their glidepath during accumulation should also be different.In this sense, the choice of decumulation strategy has a critical influence over accumulation strategy.DC schemes will need to respond to this developmentWhat could the new model look like?
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• 80% of assets held by top 25% of members

• Those with largest pots / projected pensions tend to be 
most engaged and least likely to rely on the default
 Top 5 get independent advice
 42% of assets
 DC default investment is irrelevant

• The long tail lack engagement & cannot reasonably 
expect to be reliant on this pension for their retirement
 Cash could be an appropriate investment
 …only 20% of plan assets

• The “squeezed middle” 
 unwilling to pay for advice & lack investment knowledge
 …but form ~40% plan assets 
 …are reliant on this pension for a substantial part of their 

lifestyle in retirement
 …so unlikely to “squander” Tax Free Cash

Whose needs are paramount?
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Portfolio Return Potential (RHS, excess over cash)

Is a pension for life or for a new car / holiday…

 ~16% higher average pot than 
traditional lifestyle

 ~11% higher that Aussie model

 Highly significant for ARF 
& drawdown

 …there is additional risk for those 
who encash & spend…

Tax-Free “Asset” approach
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Source: Standard Life Investments
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s begin with a typical DC glidepathThe chart shows a typical DC glidepath that aims at buying an annuity at the point of retirement. The line running through the middle represents the excess return potential of the portfolio.At retirement, this glidepath leads to an asset mix of 25% cash and 75% bonds. In other words, after the tax-free cash has been taken, the portfolio is an undiversified bond portfolio.Will this be appropriate for a DC member choosing a drawdown option? It doesn’t seem likely. Hence if the landing site for drawdown investors is different, their glidepath during accumulation should also be different.In this sense, the choice of decumulation strategy has a critical influence over accumulation strategy.DC schemes will need to respond to this developmentWhat could the new model look like?
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30+ yrs of retirement is a long time to spend “investment-idle”

• Common investment advice appears to reduce investment risk markedly at retirement
 Financial assets are at, or close to, their peak
 Earnings potential is reduced (by age and by choice)

• Increased personal flexibility to
 Defer expenditure
 Change location

• Personal risk-taking also appears to rise 

• …could be a unique opportunity to enhance long term income sustainability thorough 
remaining substantially invested…

Decumulation and the Silver Surfer
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Source: Pensions Policy Institute, Standard Life Investments
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Opt out from age 30 to age 40

Retiring earlier (2 years before NRD)

Higher charges (0.75% AMC)

Lower charges (0.3% AMC)

Tax free assets not cash (for 25% of fund)

Lower volatility accumulation (M-A growth)

Retiring later (2 years after NRD)

Contribute 12% of earnings rather than 8%

Impact on Retirement Income
Impact on pension income for the median earning man on reaching NRD in 2059 

Percentage difference from baseline

Derives from:
1. Pension starts at older age
2. Income not paid for 2yrs
3. Pot invested 2 years longer
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1.Accumulation: 

Quality pays for long term investing 

2.Objective relevance: 

The squeezed-middle need a Tax Free “Asset” objective

3.Risk capacity: 

Silver-Surfers flexibility & propensity, can pay-off materially 

 3 simple actions for a 25% - 30% better outcome on average

3 contentious investment considerations
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Changing the mind-set can markedly improve the outcome
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The information shown relates to the past. Past performance is not a guide to the future.  The value of an investment can go down as well as up. 

Any data contained herein which is attributed to a third party ("Third Party Data") is the property of (a) third party supplier(s) (the “Owner”) and is licensed for use by 
Standard Life**. Third Party Data may not be copied or distributed. Third Party Data is provided “as is” and is not warranted to be accurate, complete or timely. To the extent 
permitted by applicable law, none of the Owner, Standard Life** or any other third party (including any third party involved in providing and/or compiling Third Party Data) 
shall have any liability for Third Party Data or for any use made of Third Party Data. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Neither the Owner nor any other 
third party sponsors, endorses or promotes the fund or product to which Third Party Data relates.

**Standard Life means the relevant member of the Standard Life group, being Standard Life plc together with its subsidiaries, subsidiary undertakings and associated 
companies (whether direct or indirect) from time to time."

Standard Life Investments Limited is registered in Ireland (904256) at 90 St Stephen’s Green, Dublin 2 and Scotland (SC123321) at 1 George Street, Edinburgh EH2 2LL.

Standard Life Investments Limited is authorised and regulated in the UK by the Financial Conduct Authority.

Calls may be monitored and/or recorded to protect both you and us and help with our training. 

www.standardlifeinvestments.com 
© 2017 Standard Life, images reproduced under licence 
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